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Using Easy Access Recovery it is possible to convert and repair corrupt, damaged and damaged Access database files. Any Access database can be repaired by using this software, and it can even repair database of the Access 2003 version, as well as SQL Server databases. Database converter and repair functionality Easy Access Recovery is a software utility that
enables users to save the database file in a new format. Using it, you can change the.accdb file in a.mdb file, or you can create a new Access database from a bunch of SQL tables. This product also comes with a utility that helps you to repair data corrupted in a database by restoring its original content. Easy Access Recovery advanced features Besides being able to
convert database files, Easy Access Recovery can repair database files and open them by creating backups of them. Moreover, as a tool for migration from Access to SQL Server you can convert databases and database tables from.mdb to SQL Server and vice versa. If you want to reconstruct Access databases from SQL Server tables, just switch the converter to SQL
Server and vice versa. However, this is not all. By using the Advanced Settings panel, you can select the method and output path that will be used to save data while you are converting. It can be saved as a.sql file, HTML file, text file, registry, XML file or PDF document. You can also set the logging settings, control the program’s license, and choose the output format,
which can be a bitmap, a PNG or JPEG file, or an image map. Other additional features provided by Easy Access Recovery include databases adding tools, quality check capabilities, database version enhancement, text, Excel, HTML, data converter and database migration functionality, and much more. Conclusion Easy Access Recovery does not have many options, but
that makes it a bit limited when it comes to the tools and quality checks that you can apply. On the other hand, this software offers quite an impressive conversion and migration functionality between files, as well as between different versions of Access databases. Easy Access Recovery Description: Easy Access Recovery is a program that is not compatible with other
software. It is designed to repair damaged database files. If there are files other than.mdb files, you need to install this software as well. Types of files that can be repaired The software can repair only.mdb files, which can be files stored in the Multimedia card as well as external media as a Compact Flash card. It cannot repair
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Here, you can easily recover data from the following damaged and corrupted Microsoft Access databases: ACCDB, MDB, MSAK, MSA1K. If you try your luck on your way to recover the missing or damaged data, you would find a cool and straightforward tool that would be an excellent helper to your computer. In general, the software is easy-to-use, user friendly and
functional. If you find any trouble with it, you can check the help panel to find help with using this efficient program. This tool also makes its way to the best for data recovery, as it supports a broad range of files. What’s New in this Version: - Version 1.2 now keeps a log about the progress of the database recovery. - Version 1.2 now saves automatically the most recent
saved session file when you quit the program. - Version 1.2 now allows you to select multiple databases at once. - Now it is possible to open multiple databases in a single session. - It was reported some optimization in the code for better performances. - Many bugfixes. Universal Access Recovery is a simple and effective solution for recovering data from damaged and
missing Microsoft Access databases. This tool is the first line of defense against loss of important data, so people who work with Access applications on a daily basis will highly appreciate its functionality. What’s New in this Version: - Improved startup performance - Version 1.2 now does not stop the program from its process when there are internal errors (eg. power
error, etc.). - Version 1.2 now allows you to open multiple databases at once. - Version 1.2 is compatible with Windows Vista. - Lots of bugfixes. The first thing that you will notice about this software is that it does not ask you to download and install it, as it is already available on your system. As soon as you run this program, a “+” button appears in the top left corner,
while this permits you to manually start the program, instead of relying on the Windows scheduler to do it for you. As it turns out, this tool can help you recover more than one database simultaneously, not only ACCDBs and MDBs, but even MSAKs, MSA1Ks, MSAKs2000, MSA1Ks2000 and other variety of file formats. The interface is very intuitive. If you select one of them,
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Easy Access Recovery is a freeware database recovery utility that is capable of repairing damaged, corrupt, temporary or damaged or removed databases. The software can also compress and repair MS Access.mdb files. ... PowerMiser is a power management tool for Windows. It can monitor your PC's CPU, MEM and thermals as well as control power usage of all
components such as CPU, GPU, disk drives.It also has a powerful configuration editor and an advanced reporting feature. This is a kind of Highlight Recovery Software, which can help you to recover your deleted file that cannot be found in your system. Have you lost your data by accidentally deleting them from your PC? Then you will not lose your important files again.
"Data Recovery Professional" software can help to recover deleted file that cannot be found in your system, whether you accidentally or intentionally deleted them, such as files on hard drive or damaged partition data, you just need to recover deleted files with Recuva is a free Windows system utility that helps you recover files and folders from digital media such as
digital cameras, cellphones, memory cards, portable hard drives, and CD-ROMs. Recuva not only scans for files and folders that have been deleted, formatted or moved to a new location, but also lists recent files, which have been accessed or changed on the computer. To find more details about your files, Recuva scans each found file, looks up the file's full path, and
displays other This software retrieves lost or deleted icons from Windows desktop. Image to icon is the best solution to recover the icons and it is the most effective software to recover icons. The advanced scan and match technology helps you to find any lost icon within seconds. After getting deleted accidentally or following update, you cannot open your excel.xlsx file.
At this time, "XLS File Repair" helps to repair damaged XLSX file with no cost. "XLS File Repair" lets you repair any damaged file and make it running normally. WinX HD Media Converter is a Windows HD-DVD/Blu-ray and AVI video converter. It supports almost all media formats including HD-DVD/Blu-ray discs, HD-TV discs, VCD/SVCD discs, DVD discs, MP3, MPEG, AVI,
MOV, etc. This program can convert all these movies to any popular formats Egg Ccleaner is an all-

What's New in the?

There are all kinds of software available for you to download to your computer and they should be downloaded only if you have used them before. Downloading unknown software from online marketplaces is risky. Some might not work, some might just be full of viruses and spyware so it's important that you perform some tests before downloading and installing them.
How to Download It Easy Access Recovery is not available on our website and it is a user freeware, but there are some websites that are offering it free of charge for certain time such as 30 days. It means that you do not need to download and install it manually, but it does not mean that your computer will be protected from viruses and spyware. Therefore, it is very
important that you install anti-malware software and keep it updated if you use Internet for downloading your software. You can use updated virus database, which is updated automatically, and you can scan your file and folder for viruses after you download Easy Access Recovery. This software is not designed to damage your computer in any way. It is freeware just like
you are already familiar with the purpose of such software because most of them are not sold but given away for free. This software was tested and found to be virus and malware free which means there is no risk of getting infected. If you’ve been searching the web for access recovery, then you’re probably more than fed up with the long, expensive, and complicated
process that entails. Access database recovery is a simple and quick way of extracting information that is important to you. It can be easily performed using a recovery tool that lets you access your data. It’s a straightforward process that lets you access your important information that you need. Why Do You Need Access Recovery? You can’t seem to find and extract
your data. This happens because of a corrupt file or a damaged database. If you’re using Microsoft Access, then you will probably have to extract your data manually. There are other ways of accessing your data. You can try to rebuild a corrupt database, but that process is lengthy, expensive and you might get a few false positives. You can also try contacting Microsoft
for help, but that’s a whole other story. With access recovery software, all of this is taken care of. It’s an easy and straightforward process that will let you get back to the important stuff, like you and your work. Without access recovery, your data
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Operating system: Windows 7 64bit/Windows XP 64bit/Windows 8/Windows 8.1/Windows 10 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon x 2200+ RAM: 1 GB Graphics: 865 MB of RAM Sound Card: Direct X 11 Direct X: 9.0 Hard Drive: Network: Broadband Internet connection CD-ROM/DVD-ROM:
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